Introduction
The concept of covering k-groups of n-groups appeared in [2] as a generalization of the well-known notion of a covering group of an n-group (of* []8]) and was studied in CO» C^D» [6J. The class of covering k-groups of n-groups was treated there as a subclass of the class of all k-groups. In this paper (also in £73) we present another point of view, considering a covering k-group together with the n-group which the former covers. If we define a morphism between 3uch objects as an appropriate pair of homomorphlsms, we obtain a category which is the main object of our interest. In our paper we describe various classes of morphisms and two structures of bicategory in the above-.nentioned category (abbreviated in the sequel to Cov^). It is proved in £7.] that the category of n-groups Gr_ can be treated as a full reflective k subcategory of Covn. This property enables us to extract some additional facts concerning the category Gr from those conk cerning the category CovQ.
V' e snail freely use the notions and notation of [4J and where the definitions of free covering k-gropus, covering k-groups and of related rotions are given. Also most of the theorems to which we refer here ca;j be found 'n £4J and [V] . Recall that in order to simplify the nata;icr we al-vay.-; fsc iice n --s»k, s -mq (admitting s = 1 and r. = 1J where m, q be indexed.
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2. Covering (k+1)-groups of (n+1)-groups Recall briefly some most significant notions and notation introduced in [4] and [[5] .
The set Z g » {o,1,...,s-l} where s = 2,3,... together with the (k+1)-ary operation jptl-j,...,!^) ss l 1 +...+l k +; (mod s) is a cyclic (k+1)-group of order s (cf.
[V], [4jj. We will denote it Additionally, by JT^ k+1 we will denote the one-element (k+1)-group.
The category consisting of n-groups as objects and their homomorphisms as morphisms will be denoted by Gr n . In [5] we described two functors: the forgetful functor ^gSGr^ -«-Gr n+J) and its left adjoint f s ,Gr n+1-"" Gr k+1* In the definl ' fci°il of 3> s it is essential that 9 8 (A) is a free covering (k+l)-group of an (n+1)-group A, but it is unimportant in what way that free covering (k+1)-group has been constructed, since different constructions yield naturally equivalent functors.
Recall that a pair<A',r A > where r A :A-), A e Gr n+1 , A'6 Gr^, is said to be a free covering (k+1)-group of an (n+1)-group A if for each h:A -y g (B), where B6Gr fc+1 , there exists a unique morphism h*:A'--B such that = h.
According to Theorem 2 of [4] (also Theorem 2 of ^2^) for each free covering (k+1)-group <A' , T" a > of A there exists a unique homomorphism such that = (when A is a nonempty (n+1)-group, is an epimorphism). Therefore it will be convenient to denote such a (k+1)-group also by <a'
And now we can give the definition of a covering To avoid numerous repetitions, we introduoe soma abbreviations. Henceforth throughout the paper a morphism <h' ,h, will often be denoted briefly by h, while covering (k+1)--groups <A' »>a»5a> and <B',ab,5b> will be denoted by A and B, respectively.
The category Cov^.j for n>1 has an initial object (this io the covering (k+U-group of index s of the empty (n+1)--group) and final objects (these are the covering (k+1)-groups -979 -of index 1 of one-element {n+1)-groups). For n = 1 the cate-2 gory CoVg has zero objects: the covering groups of index 1 of one-element groups. k+1 Proposition 1.
In the category Covn^ the class of monomorphisms is equal to the class of morphisms <h' ,h,where h is a monomorphism.
Proof. Let hsA --B and h be a monomorphism. h is a monomorphism. However, it may happen that h is a monomorphism while h'. is not a monomorphism. As an example we can take a morphism of the form <h' ,eA, £>:<!Pa( A) ,rA, 5>---<A' where < ?si A), r^, 5> is the free covering (k+1)-group of an (n+1)-group A, and <A' »*a»$a> is a covering (k+1)-group of index q of tha (n+1)-group A where q < s.
In numerous categories, e.g., Sr (cf. [5] , Corollary 3), every monomorphism is a ragular mono;norphism. This is not k+1 the esse for Cov^'.
Recall that a monomorr^.i.src ¿i su--A is regular (in the sense of [l], p.41; no;? «riit in category theory the term regular is also used ir. ^hot.c:? e:ise!) if for any morphism y:X--A su>'h that, for ever? pair of aiorphisms ot:A-Y, of morphisms of , there exists a morphism (namely, <3r'.*.$x>:a\Ax,$x> -A) such that <h' ,h,e>o<j',rtfx> = = <oc',oi,|^>. This proves that <h' .h,e> is a regular monomorphism. . It is worth while noting that in a regular monomorphism <h' ,h,e> the morphism h must be a monomorphism (since h' = = 9q(h), where Jh.) = h, and the functors 9 and ¥ preserve and reflect monomorphisms).
How we give a sufficient condition for a morphism in ^o v n+1 to an epimorphism. Later we shall prove (Theorem 3) also the necessity of this condition. Lemma 1.
A morphism <h' ,h, $>where either h' or h is an epimorphism is an epimorphism.
Proof. Take two morphisms :B --< Y' (i = 1,2) such thai C^.yS^gXh' ,h,5> = </3'2,/32,5B>o<h' ,h,$>. Then ^h' = Jb'^x and fi^h. = y32h, whance fo'^ = /3'2 or = Thus <>3'1,/31 = </3'2,/52,5b>, which shows that <h' is an epimorphism.
Just as in the case of monomorphisms not every epimorphism k+1 in Covn^ is regular. The following proposition is dual to Proposition 2. In the proof one uses the fact that every epimorphism in G^gi^ is regular and the functors 9 and V preserve and reflect coequalizers. k+1 Proposition 3.
In the category Covn+.j every epimorphism of the form <h' ,h,bz > :<a' ,Aa,$a>-~< B' ,*b,$b>, where <A ,*A,$A> and <B ,AB,$B> are covering (k+l)-groups of the same index q and h' is an epimorphism, is a regular e pimorphism.
-
Ve shall show in Proposition 5 that this is aot|ually an if and only if condition.
In Gr n each bimorphism (i.e., a morphism which is simultaneously a monomorphism and an epimorphism) is an isomork * 1 phism. In the category Cov n +î it is not true. As an example may serve the r.orphisms described in the remark following Proposition 1. In fact, from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 it follows that such morphisms are bimorphisms. However, they are not isomorphisms because £ is not an identity and we have the following lemma. k+1 Lemma 2.
In the category Cov n+^ the class of isomorphisms is equal to the class of morphisms of the form <h' »h.eg > where h' is an isomorphism. Q AAA Proof.
Let hsA -» B be an isomorphism. So there exists a .norphism <h' 1 sB -• A such that ho^h^ = = <e D ', e B ,e> end <h' 1 ,|^>eh = <e A », e A ,e>, whence h'h^ = e fi ' , h'h' = e.-e z , = e" . Thus the morphism h is ^B ^ A an isomorphism and the morphism $ is an identity.
Conversely, a morphism of the form <h' ,h,e>, where h' is an isomorphism, is simultaneously a regular mononorphisoi (by Proposition 2) and a regular epimorphism (by Proposition 3). Thus it is an isomorphism (cf. [/IJ). that by a bicategory (DC, S , JU ) one usually means the category 3C together with the distinguished two subcetfcgoriee 6 and M. which satisfy the following conditions: 1° svery murphism of t i3 an epimorphism} 2° every morphism of M is a monomorphismj 3° every uorphion aeX can be represented uniquely up to an isomorphism as a composition a =jOf with fitJU. , f 4
J if e .Tiorphisai aeJC is an isomorphism, then at&nji . ' Ve shall show that in Cov^ one can find both "extremal" structures of bicategory. This yields additional information k+1 •?bout various classes of morphisms of Cov As in known (cf.
-983 - Proof. It is a straightforward corollary from Theorem 1 pnd from [ij, p.51 Corollary 8.8. k+1 Proposition 4* In the category Covfl+^ regular epimorphisms Eire exactly morphisma of the form <h' ,h,e> where h' is an epimorphism.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3 each morphism of the forra < h' ,h,e>, where h' is an epimorphism, is regular. A Conversely, let h be a regular epimorphism. As was proved in Theorem 1, this morphism is the composition of a regular epimorphism <h'^ ,e> (where h!j is an epimorphism) and a monomorpnism <h'2,h2,£>, i.e., fi. = <h'2,h2,5>><h'1 ,h1 ,e>. The monomorphism <h'2,h2,^> is al;no a regular epiiiiorphism (cf. [ij), and so it is an isomorphism. Thus, by Lemma 2, the morphism hp is an isomorphism and the morphism $ is an A identity. Hence the regular epimorphism h is of the form <h' ,h,e> where h' is an e pimcrphisiri. This completes the ;Toof of Proposition 4.
, 985 - Let <h ,h, be a morphism. Then the following conditions are equivalents 1° the' morphism <h' ,h, i-s an epimorphismj' 2° the morphism h' is an epimorphism; 3° the morphism h is an epimorphism. Corollary 3. If in a morphism <h' ,h, ^ > two from among the morphism h' , h, £ are epimorphisms, then the third is also an epimorphism. Now i?a give a characterization of isomorphisms, regular monomorphisms and bimcrphisms. We begin with a lemma. Lemma 6. Morphism3 <J*' ,h, with h' and h isomorphisms are isomorphisms. In the category Covn^ the class of isomorphisms is equal to the class of morphisms of the form <h' ,h, where h' is an isomorphisms.
Next, by Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 we get k+1 Proposition 6. In the category Cov fl+^ the class of bimorphisms is equal to the class of morphisms of the form <.h' ,h,t> where h is an isomorphism. k+1
Theorem 5-In the category Cov^ the class of regular monomcrphisms is equal to the class of morphisms of the form <h' ,h, £> where h' is a monomorphism. P r o o f In view of Proposition 5 every regular monomorphism is of the form <h' ,h, where h' is a monomorphism.
A ,
Conversely, let a morphism h be of the form <h ,h, where h' is a monomorphism. In view of Theorem 2 the mor-
phism h is the composition of an epimorphism <h^.^> and a regular monomorphism <h'2,h2,e> where h^ is a monomorphism. The morphism h^ is an epimorphism. It is also a monomorphism, since the morphism h' = h^h'^ is, by assumption, a monomorphism. Hence h'^ is an isomorphism. Analogously, the morphism h^ is, by Lemma 5, an epimorphism and it is also a monomorphism (since h = a monomor P^i : '-sm ) • Hence, according to Lemma 6, we have $ = e. Thus, by Proposition 5, the A morphism h is a regular monomorphism. A Corollary 4. If a morphisr. h is of the form <h' ,h, £> where* h' is a monomorphism', then £ = e. Corollary i. Let-a monomorphi3Bi <h' ,h, e> be given. If two from among the morphisms'h' ,h, § are monomorphisms, then the third is also a monomorphism. Corollary 6. If in a morphism <h' ,h, two form among th9 morphisms h' ,h, £ are isomorphisms, then the third is also an isomorphism.
